Dear ACEC/MA Member,

Follow ACEC/MA on

**Briefings & Events**

For Design Professionals, this new law:

CHALLENGES FACED BY

New Law: AN ACT TO ADDRESS

firm has masks, contact

MBTA Seeks to Procure Masks for

Member Firm.

For Zoom instructions, contact

Join an ACEC/MA Committee or Forum.

*Forums & Committee Meetings

ACEC/MA Member Briefings,

4/17

Government Affairs Committee

reviews bills impacting our engineering/ PLS

services.
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demonstrated good cause;
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stopped due to the state of emergency or other

laws or regulations for reasons other than lack of

modify permits as otherwise allowed under existing

authorizes permit granting authorities to revoke or

termination of the COVID-19 state of emergency;

requires resumption of activity within 45 days of the

provides for resumption of the deadlines 45 days after

within a certain timeframe after receipt of an

suspends any hearing deadlines otherwise required

of permit application receipts electronically;

defines applications for permits as duly filed and

permitting regulations.
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